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NEW QUESTION: 1
Keystroke logging is the action of tracking (or logging) the
keys struck on a keyboard, typically in a covert manner so that

the person using the keyboard is unaware that their actions are
being monitored.
ECCouncil 312-50: Practice Exam
How will you defend against hardware keyloggers when using
public computers and Internet Kiosks? (Select 4 answers)
A. Type a wrong password first, later type the correct password
on the login page defeating the keylogger recording
B. Alternate between typing the login credentials and typing
characters somewhere else in the focus window
C. Type a password beginning with the last letter and then
using the mouse to move the cursor for each subsequent letter.
D. The next key typed replaces selected text portion. g. if the
password is "secret", one could type "s", then some dummy keys
"asdfsd". Then these dummies could be selected with mouse, and
next character from the password "e" is typed, which replaces
the dummies "asdfsd"
E. The next key typed replaces selected text portion. E.g. if
the password is "secret", one could
type "s", then some dummy keys "asdfsd".
Then these dummies could be selected with mouse, and next
character from the password "e" is
typed, which replaces the dummies
"asdfsd"
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Demand is high leading up to the Christmas holiday every year
between Dec 20 and Dec 24 and not on Christmas day (Dec 25).
Your customer has two demand plans. Describe the steps to model
Christmas causal factor in both demand plans.
A. Open a demand plan and add a new customer specific Christmas
causal factor. Create a table displaying the causal factor
measure and relevant time period and modify as required. Causal
factor changes in this demand plan will reflect in the 2nd
demand plan also.
B. Use FBDI to create a new customer specific Christmas causal
factor. Place value of 1 from Dec 20 to Dec 24. Causal factor
changes are plan specific, so repeat the steps in the 2nd
demand plan.
C. Open a demand plan and edit Christmas casual factor measure.
Place value of one from Dec 20 to Dec
24 and zero for non-impacted days including Dec 25. Causal
factor changes in this demand plan will reflect in the 2nd
demand plan also.
D. Open a demand plan and edit Christmas casual factor measure.
Place value of one from Dec 20 to Dec
24 and zero for non-impacted days including Dec 25. Causal
factor changes are plan specific, so repeat the steps in the
2nd demand plan.
E. Open a demand plan and add a new customer specific Christmas

causal factor. Create a table displaying the causal factor
measure and relevant time period and modify as required. Causal
factor changes are plan specific, so repeat the steps in the
2nd demand plan.
F. Use FBDI to create a new customer specific Christmas causal
factor. Place value of 1 from Dec 20 to Dec 34. Causal factor
upload to one demand plan will reflect in the 2nd demand plan
also.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer wants to use the Closing Cockpit for period end
closing. What major benefits of the Closing Cockpit do you
highlight?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. It provides complete documentation of the activities
performed during period-end closing.
B. It closes the posting period automatically on the last day
of the period.
C. It optimizes legacy data transfer.
D. It enables the use of a task list covering all closing
activities.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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